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Advocating respect for human rights.



Fight for Humanity’s Mission

Fight for Humanity is a non-partisan, impartial and independent NGO
that works for the fulfilment of the human rights of individuals affected
by armed conflict or violence. The organization relies on International
Human Rights Law contained in international treaties to actively
promote, through dialogue, training, and awareness-raising campaigns,
the basic rules that guarantee the respect for human dignity.

Fight for Humanity believes that a strong respect for human rights is a
condition to build sustainable peace and has prioritized four human
rights areas that it estimates essential to support peace efforts: cultural
rights, including the protection of cultural heritage; freedom from
discrimination and the promotion of the rights of women and girls; child
rights; and freedom of expression. 
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How to talk about 2020 without starting out with COVID-19? Yet, 2020 was so much
more: it was our second year of existence during which we consolidated our work, but
also, like many other organizations, faced the various challenges posed by the pandemic. 

Operationally, we streamlined our work into four main areas of human rights that we
estimate especially important to support peace efforts: freedom from discrimination and
the promotion of the rights of women and girls, child rights and children’s right to
education, cultural rights, including the protection of cultural heritage, and freedom of
expression. We implemented four projects and several activities to promote the respect
for these rights in Syria and beyond. 

Despite hindering travel and much needed in-person exchanges, COVID-19 helped us
speed up some changes, such as reinforcing the roles and responsibilities of the on-the-
ground organizations and collaborators, and the use of online exchanges. In this context,
Fight for Humanity also launched a webinar series, “First-hand views on human rights
and peace,” which promotes the exchange with actors with direct stakes in the
implementation of human rights on the ground, notably non-state armed actors.

On the one hand, the human rights challenges in a post-pandemic context may seem
daunting – reports of increased levels of child recruitment and use, domestic violence
against women and children, crackdowns on freedom of expression and democratic
processes, etc. On the other hand, many organizations – local, regional, and global – are
also coming out of the health crisis with a mindset that change is needed and indeed
possible, if we work together and rethink what is not working. These organizations can
count on Fight for Humanity and its passion for human rights in this struggle. 

 



Fight for Humanity and like-minded actors have
made great progress towards the
implementation of the Action Plan signed
between the United Nations (UN) and the Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF) to end and prevent
child recruitment in North East Syria. After
one year, it has been observed by the UN (link
p.14) and other actors that, following the
implementation of the Action Plan, the number
of children recruited by the SDF has dropped. 

Our main achievements in 2020

Through a first emergency project, Fight for
Humanity’s local partner Orient Association,
secured a warehouse containing more than
20’000 artefacts and took urgent measures to
protect a historical site, the Nabada palace,
from vandalism and weather hazards. 

PROTECTING
CULTURAL

HERITAGE IN
NORTH EAST SYRIA

 

SUPPORTING ISIS
VICTIMS IN SYRIA 

 

ENDING THE USE
AND RECRUITMENT

OF CHILDREN IN
NORTH EAST SYRIA

 

Fight for Humanity has been supporting the
establishment of a platform in North East
Syria that will gather ISIS victims and victims’
organizations. This platform will help project
their voice at the national, regional (including
Iraq), and international level and advocate for
accountability, just reparations and truth for
the victims.
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https://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/2021/398&Lang=E&Area=UNDOC


Following Fight for Humanity’s advocacy efforts,
the Syrian Democratic Forces issued military
instructions in October 2020 in which they
pledged to ensure respect for cultural
property during armed conflict. It is the first
time a non-state armed actor issues specific
military instructions concerning the protection
of cultural heritage. 

 A NEW WEBINAR
SERIES ON HUMAN
RIGHTS AND PEACE

 

SDF DECLARATION
ON THE

PROTECTION OF
CULTURAL
HERITAGE

 

In 2020, Fight for Humanity launched its webinar
series to give the voice to key actors from the
ground on human rights and peace. It
organized four online events on human rights
and peace with speakers representing key
conflict actors, and international experts. The
events were attended by more than 500
unique participants. 
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INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

During its second year of existence, Fight for
Humanity implemented four projects to
promote and advocate the respect for human
rights. Fight for Humanity also put in place
more solid tools for the monitoring and
evaluation of the work and strengthened its
financial and administrative policies and
procedures to be able to implement larger and
more complex advocacy projects and grants.

https://www.fightforhumanity.org/post/the-syrian-democratic-forces-pledge-to-protect-cultural-property-in-north-east-syria


During its second year of existence, Fight for Humanity implemented four projects to
promote and advocate the respect for human rights notably child rights, victim’s
rights, and cultural rights in Syria. In line with its strategic plan, it has made progress
in nurturing partnerships with like-minded organizations and institutions, which
share its commitment to human rights. In 2020, projects and activities were
operated with eight national and international partners. Building on this work, in
2021 concrete partnerships and joint projects are already being implemented or
explored with 12 partners. 

As part of the development of its methodology and organizational capacity, as
foreseen in its strategic plan, Fight for Humanity also put in place more solid tools
for the monitoring and evaluation of the work and strengthened its financial and
administrative policies and procedures to be able to implement larger and more
complex advocacy projects and grants.

Overall, the organization developed itself in accordance with the first phase
described in its strategy plan, “Piloting projects”; in terms of projects implemented,
financial volume, and the establishment of partnerships. 2020 helped to set the
basis for Fight for Humanity’s action for the next years. The first pilot projects, in
addition to creating a positive impact, also led the organization to refine its work
approach and processes. 

In 2021, Fight for Humanity intends to consolidate and slightly expand its
organizational capacity and collaborations and to produce more impact for the
people living in countries affected by armed conflict and violence.

Progress towards the implementation of the
strategic development plan 2020-2023
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As the decade-long armed conflict in Syria goes on, its impact is devastating on
children and adolescents. In this situation of perpetual violence, most of them are
deprived of education and feel they have no future. This partly explains why many
Syrian teenagers join the various armed actors in the region. In 2019, Fight for
Humanity supported the signing of an Action Plan (AP) between the United Nations
(UN) and the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) to halt and prevent the use and
recruitment of children among their forces. In 2020, the organization has been
working on the implementation of this AP in coordination with the two signatories.

Fight for Humanity contributed to the implementation of the AP through its work
towards the SDF and Internal Security Forces (ISF), local authorities, NGOs, and
communities, notably through training and awareness-raising sessions, and online
video campaigns. During these sessions, it focused particularly on the prevention of
child recruitment, the release of children, and the protection of education. Other
sessions also focused on the basics of human rights, international humanitarian law
(IHL) and child rights. In addition, Fight for Humanity conducted high-level
discussions with key local representatives of the de facto authorities on how to: 

1.    enforce the prohibition to recruit children under 18 
2.  establish complaint offices in charge of investigating allegations of child          
 recruitment and use
3.   encourage the creation of a child protection committee at the regional level,
and 
4.   encourage the SDF to communicate regularly on the AP to all their brigades
and units

Our projects in 2020

Working towards the end of child recruitment in North East Syria
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Context

Action

https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/2019/07/syrian-democratic-forces-sign-action-plan-to-end-and-prevent-the-recruitment-and-use-of-children/


In 2020, Fight for Humanity:

1.  advocated and encouraged the creation of complaint offices by the local
authorities, as well as a child protection committee which oversees the respect
for child rights in North East Syria. Both the complaint offices and the committee
were created and announced in August. 
2.   developed training modules on the AP, the basics of human rights, IHL, child
rights and trained: 459 officers from the SDF and the ISF, eight recruitment
officers with a special focus on age assessment of new recruits, 14 Heads of the
seven complaint offices, and several members of the child protection unit.
3.   organized three awareness-raising sessions for 15 local NGOs on the AP and
child rights.
4.   produced, printed and disseminated during training sessions and workshops
19'000 notebooks, 8'800 leaflets and 400 posters that presented through
drawings and simple texts the obligations contained in the AP. 
5.  encouraged the publication of military instructions on the protection of
education that the SDF issued in July 
6.  released a study presenting the lessons learned from the process of
separation and reintegration of children from the ranks of the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia - People’s Army (FARC-EP). Some of these lessons
learned are highly relevant for the SDF and were shared with them. 
7.   produced three videos (1, 2, 3) and four images (1, 2, 3, 4) on the prohibition
to recruit and use children below 18 years and the protection of health care and
education that were viewed more than 580’000 times on social media in the area. 
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Main results

Challenges & perspectives

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, travel restrictions and lockdowns, Fight for
Humanity managed to conduct its project through online sessions, e-learning tools,
and a reinforcement of local capacities. Even if there was a drop in the number of
cases, instances of recruitment and use of children have still been reported. In 2021,
Fight for Humanity will maintain its efforts to end and prevent the recruitment and
use of children, to support the needs of children in detention, and to advocate for
durable solutions for them in North East Syria.

To ensure sustainability, Fight for Humanity worked with the local authorities and got
their support for all its activities. 

https://3848af19-2ed2-4045-b6ea-b721d748e98d.usrfiles.com/ugd/3848af_d1ad29a306eb4a69804c8674f43fb93a.pdf
https://3848af19-2ed2-4045-b6ea-b721d748e98d.usrfiles.com/ugd/3848af_35495974b1384a3c9ef01d1a46340a61.pdf
https://3848af19-2ed2-4045-b6ea-b721d748e98d.usrfiles.com/ugd/3848af_167379da29514927a7ff220e81ab75f7.pdf
https://sdf-press.com/en/2020/07/military-instructions-issued-by-the-general-command-of-the-syrian-democratic-forces/
https://dead753f-d93a-47ef-8351-0979c58ffb3e.usrfiles.com/ugd/dead75_fd0f63ca78de4731b540292a7d3457f8.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=8UoCDYh6n2c&ab_channel=FightforHumanity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=-BrM-LD0oeI&ab_channel=FightforHumanity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UyOSltHJvks&ab_channel=FightforHumanity
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/3848af_5ec6bb8ecf95420e80c1923422f18650~mv2.jpg
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/3848af_bdba6fa5ef464276a0d3b569b1ba8ff3~mv2.jpg
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/3848af_4d7914402cc54c3ba8c47d4ad6a6e26c~mv2.jpg
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/3848af_326de3d21ac641eb84e0edfec7233d74~mv2.jpg


Killings, rape and forced displacement are examples of abuses endured by civilians in
Syria and Iraq during the conflict against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS).
Fight for Humanity believes that victims and survivors of armed conflicts must be at
the core of any recovering process, as their role is pivotal for a meaningful
transitional justice and a lasting social reconciliation. However, while the military
defeat of ISIS should have represented a unique opportunity to overcome the
conflict’s atrocities, not enough effort has been put to achieve accountability and
truth-seeking. In 2019, Fight for Humanity organized an expert meeting with the
initial aim to examine possible legal solutions for ISIS members detained in North
East Syria. The event led to a joint project, in partnership with Medico International,
aiming to develop a platform through which victims’ associations from different
ethnicities and religions in North East Syria can formulate and voice their
expectations at the local and international levels.  

In 2020, Fight for Humanity started to identify the relevant victim’s organizations and
representatives in North East Syria and Iraq and presented the project to the
relevant stakeholders in the region. Through meetings and a focus group, Fight for
Humanity strengthened their knowledge about international standards, their rights
and international judicial guarantees and processes, enabled experience sharing
between Syrian and Iraqi organizations, and laid the ground for the creation of a
victims’ platform in North East Syria. 
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Giving a voice to ISIS victims in North East Syria 

Context

Action

https://www.medico.de/en/
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In 2020, Fight for Humanity:

1.   conducted an assessment to identify the existing victims’ organizations in the   
area.
2.  trained representatives of five victims’ organizations during two online
sessions on human rights and international justice mechanisms.
3.   facilitated experience sharing with the Iraqi Coalition for Just Reparations
(C4JR) which was created to aid and provide legal support to ISIS victims in Iraq.
NGOs from North East Syria and Iraq agreed to continue sharing experiences and
setting up a framework for collaboration.
4.   supported the writing of the founding document and statutes of the victim’s
platform that aims at gathering victims’ organizations in the region.

Main results

Challenges & perspectives

COVID-19 impacted the implementation of the project, as most countries imposed
travel bans and curfews. Yet, Fight for Humanity managed to advance with the
support of coordinators/consultants based in Iraq and Syria and through online
activities, workshops, and meetings. In 2021, Fight for Humanity will facilitate the
creation of the victim’s platform in North East Syria and accompany it to make the
voice of these victims heard in their search for justice and reparation.

https://c4jr.org/


In January 2020, Fight for Humanity conducted a first mission to North East Syria to
assess the needs for protection of the existing cultural heritage. In June 2020 and in
partnership with Orient Association, Fight for Humanity started a project that
focused on two main emergency interventions: the improvement of artefact security
and conservation conditions in a warehouse and the preservation of the Nabada
Palace in Tell Beydar, a 4’000-year-old archaeological site. This site was damaged by
the lack of care and climate hazards. The project was conducted under the
supervision of experts and archaeologists who used to work with international
archaeology missions before the conflict. 

The ongoing Syrian conflict is having dramatic implications on the country’s cultural
heritage. Syrian artefacts and historical sites have been exposed to vandalism,
destruction, looting and smuggling. In North East Syria alone, several hundred
historical sites in need of protection have been identified, and tens of thousands of
artefacts were stored in poor conditions. In this context, Fight for Humanity, with the
support of the ALIPH Foundation, launched a first project to protect this invaluable
heritage. The revalorization of the region’s common past is meant to facilitate
peacebuilding efforts and to inspire further similar initiatives. 
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Protecting cultural heritage in North East Syria

Context

Action

https://www.aliph-foundation.org/
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COVID-19 delayed the implementation of activities, as local lockdowns prevented
Orient Association from moving and working. However, the association managed to
obtain a special authorization to keep working almost all the time with limited
restrictions. After this first emergency phase, Fight for Humanity is preparing a
longer-term project that will be oriented towards reinforcing social cohesion and
favoring peacebuilding through the promotion of this exceptional cultural heritage,
common to all communities living in the region. Under the supervision of
international and national experts, the project will notably cover the documentation
and organization of all the artefacts in the warehouse secured in the first phase,
awareness-raising actions in the region for the protection of cultural heritage,
capacity building and advocacy for more protection measures, and conservation
measures for ancient mosaics. 

Main results

Challenges & perspectives

In 2020, Fight for Humanity and its local partner Orient Association: 

1.  secured a warehouse hosting more than 20’000 artefacts: experts reduced the
humidity, set up an aeration system, secured the electricity supply, fixed the
surveillance camera system and locks.
2.  set up emergency procedures and reorganized the warehouse to prepare the
documentation and transportation of artefacts from a smaller warehouse to the
current one.
3. cleaned the Tell Beydar site and its access from rubbish, vegetation, and dust.
4.  reinforced/rebuilt the damaged walls of the Nabada palace and reinforced the
mud plaster of all the walls. 
5.  secured the Nabada palace with the permanent presence of guards and a
fence and added explanation panels.
6.  organized an event with the local communities to inaugurate the renovated
site.
7. created two videos to explain the action: one about the securing of artefacts
and one about the protection of the Nabada Palace which obtained significant
local media coverage.
8. encouraged and supported the publication by the SDF of military instructions
to protect cultural heritage in armed conflict.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oD3431h08lM&ab_channel=FightforHumanity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=UrLttwPMx5o&ab_channel=FightforHumanity
http://sdf-press.com/en/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Military-instructions-issued-by-SDF-General-Command.pdf


Following the peace agreement between the Colombian Government and the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia - People's Army (FARC-EP), the remaining
armed actors are now competing for the control of former FARC-EP territories and
the illicit economies of these territories, leading to a rampant violence affecting
rural communities. The COVID-19 pandemic has only increased this level of violence
and the number of human rights abuses: according to the NGO “Indepaz”, in 2020,
310 social leaders were assassinated and 91 massacres took place. Amongst the
most affected regions are Cauca and Nariño. Fight for Humanity staff has a long
experience from working in these areas and in 2020 it laid the ground to develop a
project in these regions. 
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In January 2020, Fight for Humanity sought to establish partnerships and set a
framework for an intervention in Nariño and Cauca, two of the most affected regions
in Colombia and co-created the Nariño Humanitarian Group with other local human
rights organizations. 

Advocating the respect of human rights in southern Colombia 

Context

Action

http://www.indepaz.org.co/
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In 2020, Fight for Humanity:

1.  facilitated the creation of the Nariño Humanitarian Group and joined it
together with the Colombian Campaign to ban Landmines, the South Institute -
Alexander von Humbold, and Compromiso Humano.
2.  signed, as a member of the Nariño Humanitarian Group, an agreement with
the authorities of the Nariño region to advise the provincial decision-makers on
humanitarian and human rights issues. 
3.  facilitated, together with the Nariño Humanitarian Group, a discussion about
solutions against armed violence in the Nariño region in August, sharing views
with the Peace Provincial Council and the Nariño Governor, as well as with the
president of the National Peace Council and the UN in Colombia. 

Main results

Challenges & perspectives

While it is yet too soon to consider concrete results in the field, Fight for Humanity is
working on future projects with Colombian local authorities, human rights, and
humanitarian organizations. Fight for Humanity will continue to support local
initiatives which promote peace and protect people from armed violence. It will also
maintain a regular exchange with key stakeholders on human rights, humanitarian
and peace issues in Colombia.

https://www.fightforhumanity.org/post/colombia-agreement-with-the-authorities-of-the-nari%C3%B1o-region-to-reinforce-respect-for-human-rights
https://www.fightforhumanity.org/post/colombia-protecting-peace-during-the-current-spike-in-armed-violence-in-the-nari%C3%B1o-region


Fight for Humanity launched this webinar series in May 2020 to provide its audience
with first-hand accounts from the ground. The events aim at having a positive and
proactive focus on human rights, humanitarian issues, and peace, and at giving
space to voices of key actors in conflict areas, notably non-state armed and political
actors. In 2020, Fight for Humanity organized four online webinars totalling more
than 500 participants.

Speakers: representatives from the National Democratic Front of the Philippines; the
Syrian Democratic Forces;  the Southern Transitional Council (Yemen) and from
Western Sahara; members of the UN Mediation Support Unit and the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 

Topics: 1. How to use the UN's call for ceasefire to promote peace. / 2. Various
responses to the pandemic.

Link: Summary & video recording here

Webinar series: “First-hand views on human rights
and peace” 
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Ceasefire in the time of COVID-19, an opportunity for Peace?” 
– 14 May 

https://www.fightforhumanity.org/ceasefires-covid19-event


Speakers: Co-Vice Executive Director of the Self-Administration in North East Syria; 
 humanitarian and human rights professionals working in the area - including “Un
Ponte Per”, “Human Rights Watch” and a representative of a 124-strong coalition of
local organizations.

Topic: Humanitarian challenges in North East Syria and the potential responses to it. 

Link: Summary & video recording here

“Mind the Gap? Human Rights and Non-States Parties to Armed
Conflict” – 14 July

Speakers: A Professor from the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia; the UN Special
Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions and a researcher at
the Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights.

Topic: Addressing the existing gaps in the application of International Human Rights
Law (IHRL) towards non-state parties to armed conflicts.

Links: Summary & video recording here; The report can be consulted here. 

“Women’s rights in times of conflict: Perspectives of women from
armed and political movements” – 19 November 

Speakers: Four women leaders of armed and political movements: the Coordination
Committee of Kongra Star (North-East Syria); the Southern Transitional Council
(Yemen); the Common Revolutionary Alternative Force – FARC political party
(Colombia); and the Karen Women’s Organization-KWO/Karen National Union-KNU
(Myanmar)

Topic: Progress and challenges faced by these leaders when trying to protect,
promote, and defend the rights of women and girls in times of conflict, especially in
relation with the UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women Peace and Security.

Link: Summary & video recording here

“In the shadow of COVID-19: how to respond to the worsening
humanitarian situation in North East Syria” – 18 June
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https://www.unponteper.it/en/chi-siamo/
https://www.unponteper.it/en/chi-siamo/
https://www.unponteper.it/en/chi-siamo/
https://www.hrw.org/
https://www.hrw.org/
https://www.hrw.org/
https://www.fightforhumanity.org/post/event-report-only-a-political-solution-can-improve-the-humanitarian-situation-in-ne-syria
https://www.fightforhumanity.org/post/mind-the-gap-human-rights-and-non-state-parties-to-armed-conflict
https://dead753f-d93a-47ef-8351-0979c58ffb3e.usrfiles.com/ugd/dead75_b36354f098df464aa1dba964cf823549.pdf
https://www.fightforhumanity.org/post/women-s-rights-in-times-of-conflict-women-from-armed-and-political-movements-express-their-views


This article written by Fight for Humanity’s Co-Director Anki Sjöberg addresses ways
to positively influence armed groups to better respect human rights. 

Research, policy and outreach
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Publications 

This article was published as part of a symposium on Compliance in Armed Conflict, 
 hosted by the blogs “Opinio Juris” and “Armed Groups and International Law”. 

The journal “International Peacekeeping” published a series of articles on conflict-
related sexual violence. FfH’s Co-Director Anki Sjöberg contributed with an article (p.
562) about her advocacy experiences towards non-state armed actors.

- Fidelis-Tzourou, M. & Sjöberg A. (2020), “Forgotten Freedoms: The Right to Free
Expression in Areas Controlled by Non-State Armed Actors”, Armed Groups and
International Law – 23 October 2020. 

- Sjöberg, A. (2020), “Engagement and Positive Role-Modelling in the Prevention of Conflict-
Related Sexual Violence”, International Peacekeeping, 27:4, 517-585 – 13 July 2020. 

- Sjöberg, A. (2020), “Where are the carrots? Positive discipline for armed groups”, ICRC
Law & Policy blog – 19 March 2020.

Fight for Humanity published three articles in renowned blogs and journals:

Online events

Geneva Peace Week

Fight for Humanity contributed to the 2020 Geneva Peace Week by producing a video
in partnership with ALIPH Foundation, called: “The protection of cultural heritage
in conflict situations: an opportunity for peace?”

https://blogs.icrc.org/law-and-policy/2020/03/19/carrots-positive-discipline-armed-groups/?utm_campaign=DP_FORUM%20Where%20are%20the%20carrots%3F%20Positive%20discipline%20for%20armed%20groups&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=84978965&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_krSkR4SJS5TlQ50P9vAh5q-NDuC8br4oGVDRadI__b8x5KhBh0EuvZ9VqEwF7a6sZhFuk&utm_content=84978965&utm_source=hs_email
https://armedgroups-internationallaw.org/2020/10/23/forgotten-freedoms-the-right-to-free-expression-in-areas-controlled-by-non-state-armed-actors/?fbclid=IwAR3YG3zcfZ34fXfu7vbLEm_W8T9j1QtJO3zIStWoVFifhvrZ7K9K4kITRDc
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/13533312.2020.1782752?needAccess=true
https://www.fightforhumanity.org/post/a-reflection-on-the-prevention-of-sexual-violence-in-conflict-through-positive-role-modelling
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2My3AADJqk&ab_channel=GenevaPeaceWeek
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Online community

FhF_Geneva

FfH.Geneva

Fight for Humanity

Fight of Humanity communicated regularly online, using social media to report on
the progress of its projects, participate in advocacy efforts and highlight news related
to human rights in areas controlled by non-state armed actors. 

Fight for Humanity launched its Youtube page in 2020 and posted 16 videos that
generated hundreds of views.  

Fight for Humanity tweeted 115 times in 2020, 374 new followers joined the
conversation in 2020; and the page received the visit of 5’307 profiles. Fight for
Humanity was mentioned 240 times on Twitter in 2020.

Fight for Humanity published 43 posts on Facebook in 2020, which generated 5’198
likes & reactions, and 190 shares. The page gained 343 new followers in 2020, and
8’057 users engaged with Fight for Humanity’s page.

Fight for Humanity participated in a web-documentary produced following the
“Young Activists Summit 2020”. It featured the initiative of Mohamad Al Jounde, a
Syrian refugee in Lebanon who created the Gharsah School for teaching himself and
fellow refugees. Fight for Humanity’s Co-Director Mehmet Balci intervened on the
issue of education in areas affected by armed conflict.

International Human Rights Day

fight-for-humanity

Fight for Humanity published 19 posts on LinkedIn in 2020, generating 97 reactions
and 55 shares from 212 unique visitors. The page also gained its first 110 new
subscribers in 2020.

Newsletter

Fight for Humanity sent out 4 newsletters and 4 event invitations to a list of around
2’000 subscribers. 

Website - fightforhumanity.org

5'297 unique visitors visited Fight for Humanity’s website and 23 articles were
published on the site. In 2021, Fight for Humanity plans to improve its website,
increase its impact on social media, and generate media coverage when relevant

https://twitter.com/FfH_Geneva
https://www.facebook.com/FFH.Geneva
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxBqOqVedjcfhX8PTUGdqsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=VKvRjmTOeE4&list=PLS44vVJAlUJVyJinSmS7MrOR2hmSZnPlc&index=1&t=129s&ab_channel=FightforHumanityFightforHumanity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fg_Gu2k5DCc&list=PLS44vVJAlUJVyJinSmS7MrOR2hmSZnPlc&index=2&ab_channel=YoungActivistsSummitYoungActivistsSummit
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fight-for-humanity
https://www.fightforhumanity.org/


The Association has completed its second year of existence and is developing quickly
to respond to the needs it has identified in countries affected by armed conflict. The
second accounting period ended up with a surplus of CHF 1'049 and a total income
of CHF 402'693, not far from the projection of the strategic development plan (CHF
560’000 targeted). In 2021, Fight for Humanity intends to pursue its collaboration
with its different donors and partners and to continue exploring the possibility of
establishing new partnerships. The financial statements were audited by Mazar SA
and the audit report is available here.

Financial statements
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Statement of Income and Expenditure 

https://3848af19-2ed2-4045-b6ea-b721d748e98d.usrfiles.com/ugd/3848af_415d400ba4f94d3495f72edabb3ff785.pdf
https://3848af19-2ed2-4045-b6ea-b721d748e98d.usrfiles.com/ugd/3848af_415d400ba4f94d3495f72edabb3ff785.pdf


Balance sheet 
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Operational team
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Committee

Ruxandra Stoicescu Marc Bonnet Vicken Cheterian
President Treasurer Secretary

Mehmet Balci Anki Sjöberg Beytul Gorkem
Co-Director Co-Director Head of Operations

Nicolas Sion
Head of Development

Associate experts

Volunteers / Pro Bono 

The Fight for Humanity Committee is the leading body of the organization. Every
year, it organizes the General Assembly and participates in decision-making
processes.

Chris Rush Carolin Nehmé Mark Knight
Protection and human
rights expert

Humanitarian norms
expert

Expert on Security & Human
Rights during transitions
and in complex
environments.

Melina Fidelis-
Tzourou

Pauline
Henckaerts

Laurine Gonin-
Nassia

InternVolunteer Volunteer



Advisory council

Deborah Berlinck Marianne Boqvist Arianna Calza Bini

Journalist and co-
Founder of HEADLINES

Head of Programme,
Peace Archives at Folke
Bernadotte Academy

Head of the Gender and
Mine Action Programme at
the Geneva International
Centre for Humanitarian
Demining

Elisabeth Decrey
Warner
Associate Fellow at the
Geneva Centre for Security
Policy, member of "Leaders
pour la Paix" and founder
of the NGO Geneva Call

Aymar Durant de
Saint André

Jan Fermon Katharine Fortin

International Consultant
Secretary General of the
International Association
of Democratic Lawyers

Assistant Professor in
International Law at
Utrecht University

Ashley Jonathan
Clements
Consultant and Researcher
in the humanitarian field

Aurélie Lamazière Alejandra Miller
Restrepo

James Munn
Senior Humanitarian
Advocacy Advisor at
Save the Children

Member of the Truth
Commission, Colombia

Country Director at
Norwegian Refugee Council
(NRC) - Bangladesh

Lorenza Rossi

Independent Consultant

Angela Muvumba
Sällström

Jonathan Somer

Assistant Prof. and Director
of International Training at
Uppsala University’s Dpt. of
Peace and Conflict Research

Legal Adviser in
International
Humanitarian Law with
the Danish Red Cross
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The role of the Advisory Council is to provide strategic and technical advice  on the
operational direction of Fight for Humanity. The Advisory Committee has a
consultative role and its members serve in their individual capacity.

Tara Steimer

Archaeologist and lecturer at
the Laboratory of Prehistoric
Archeology and Anthropology
at the University of Geneva

Amberin Zaman

Senior Correspondent
reporting from the Middle
East, North Africa and
Europe for Al-Monitor



150 route de Ferney - P.O. Box 2100  
1211 Geneva 2 - Switzerland 
info@fightforhumanity.org

fightforhumanity.org

FhF_Geneva

FfH.Geneva

fight-for-humanity

Fight for Humanity

https://www.fightforhumanity.org/
https://twitter.com/FfH_Geneva
https://www.facebook.com/FFH.Geneva
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fight-for-humanity
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxBqOqVedjcfhX8PTUGdqsA
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